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The six and a half months long yuti of Rahu and Brihaspati in Simha Rashi ends today as
Jupiter moves to Kanya Rashi. This heaviest of all nine planets will stay in Virgo till 12th
September 2017 transiting in this sign of Mercury for thirteen months. Jupiter completes the
round of the twelve signs in around twelve years.

Brihaspati's previous transit in Kanya was from 27th August 2004 to 28th September 2005. Its
next transit after this 2016-17 one will be from 26th November 2027 to 26th December 2028.
But, that 2027-28 transit in Kanya will not be a consistent one as Jupiter will retrograde back
into Leo on 28th February 2028 and will re-enter Virgo on 24th July 2028. 
  
This breaking of the combination of Jupiter and Rahu today will bring much desired relief to
most of the people. The greatest relief will be felt by people born under Mithun, Kanya, Dhanu
and Meen moon signs and ascendants. Gemini Rashi was facing extremely confusing and
difficult time regarding both professional and personal troubles and it will be the greatest
beneficiary of this change in Brihaspati's sign today.

The general effects of this transit of Jupiter in Kanya will be very diverse and remarkable. The
financial markets around the world will see great ups and downs. There will be more clarity
regarding the reasons behind the global economic slow down and effective corrective measures
will start being implemented. New ideas will bring revolutionary changes in the ways the banks
and financial institutions function. 

Political unrest will continue in many nations. Religious fanaticism will now become more
prominent and vocal but the efforts to curb it will now be more forceful and effective. There are
high chances of prolonged military conflicts in hitherto peaceful zones.  

For India, the situation will improve with regards to ease of doing business but the political
situation gets worse than ever before. The ruling party may have to backtrack on several of its
decisions taken in the past two years. There will not be much improvement in the general
economic situation and the real estate will slide further. But, good growth will be witnessed in
areas governed by Budh like internet services, online sales, all kinds of news media and the
stock market. 

The general effects of this transit of Jupiter in Virgo on the twelve moon signs and ascendants
will be as follows -

1. Aries - Mesh: Increase in expenses; professional troubles; change of job; more debt; health
problems; legal hassles; more inclination towards spiritual or religious subjects.

2. Taurus - Vrishabh: Change of job; better income; frequent travels; good progress in
education; improvement in health; less worries about legal matters; better circle of friends and
contacts; more religious or spiritual interest, birth of a child.

3. Gemini - Mithun: Stability and progress in profession; change of job; increase in income;
better health; cordial relations with parents and other family members; less legal hassles; better
love life; better chances of marriage; improvement in personal life; real estate related gains.
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4. Cancer - Karka: Lot of frequent travels; more confidence and courage; increase in income;
professional gains; increase in fame and recognition; better health; high chances of conflicts
and fights; increase in circle of friends; religious and spiritual inclination.

5. Leo - Simha: Progress in profession; change of job; gains from financial enterprises;
increase in expenses; health problems.

6. Virgo - Kanya: Better health; increased confidence; stability in profession; real estate gains;
new vehicle; better personal life; reduction of conflicts in marriage; high chances of marriage for
the unmarried; birth of a child; good relations with parents, siblings and other relatives, increase
interest in religious and spiritual subjects.

7. Libra - Tula: More financial worries; increase in expenses, losses and debt; frequent travels;
sudden health problems; more legal troubles; conflicts with near ones; religious inclinations. 

8. Scorpio - Vrishchik: Good progress in education; better income; stability in financial affairs;
better love life; high chances of marriage; good gains from investments; birth of a child; better
contacts and virtuous friends; short term but fruitful journeys.

9. Sagittarius - Dhanu: Good progress in profession; better job and profile; heightened desire
to be more independent in work; fame and recognition; less expenses and more savings; better
health; good relations with parents and siblings; academic gains.

10. Capricorn - Makar: Better financial gains; less expenses and losses; more profits in
business; change of job; several long distance travels; better health; more spiritual and religious
inclination; increase in confidence and courage. 

11. Aquarius - Kumbh: Legal problems; more expenses; business losses; health problems;
troubles in love life, marriage and in relationships with near ones; new vehicle; acquisition of a
new residential property.

12. Pisces - Meen: Improvement in health; less worries about legal troubles; better income;
good progress in work; good relations with seniors and colleagues at work; better love life; high
chances of marriage; new business collaborations; better relations with parents and other family
members.
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